Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) are anticipated to play a major role in future energy production owing to their potential for clean and efficient electricity generation. The electrode microstructures are known to have a profound effect on the cell performance and durability of SOFC. A typical electrode is a porous mixture of an electron conducting electrode-phase, such as Ni or lanthanum-doped strontium manganate (LSM), and an ion conducting electrolyte phase, such as yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), which facilitates the critical oxygen reduction reaction or fuel oxidation reaction. [1] [2] [3] [4] Long-term material degradation induced by microstructural evolution has been considered a primary source of SOFC inefficiency and power losses. Computational modeling efforts have been proposed for multi-scales concern. 5, 6 However, most computational works do not examine the microstructure evolution or are limited in either statistical or semi-empirical ways.
On the other hand, the phase-field method has emerged as one of the most powerful methods for modeling transport phenomena and complex microstructural evolution. 7 Furthermore, the phase-field approach can be developed to simulate the microstructure evolution of SOFC functional layers. 8, 9 The present paper proposes a general phase-field model for simulating the kinetic of coupled phase coarsening and grain growth in a mesoscale, physics-based three-phase SOFC electrode system. In the phase-field model, two independent composition fields define the volume fractions of the three constituent phases, and two sets of orientation fields are used to represent different crystallographic orientations of electrode-phase and electrolyte-phase. The phase boundaries are described in the spirit of the diffuse-interface theory of Cahn-Hilliard 10 while the grain boundaries are described by the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations. 11 The phase-field approach is numerically developed by semiimplicit spectral method to simulate the microstructural evolution of the SOFC electrode based on the prescribed appropriate kinetic parameters. Computer simulation will allow one to monitor the detailed microstructure evolution and also to obtain the statistical material properties (such as the triple phase boundary (TPB) density) that are critical determinants of cell electrochemical performance.
A porous composite SOFC electrode generally comprises three different phases, i.e., electrode-a-phase (electronic conducting), electrolyte-b-phase (ionic conducting), and pore-c-phase (gas conducting), as shown in Fig. 1 . To describe the phase evolution in such a three-phase system, three composition order parameters C a (r), C b (r), and C c (r) are required to represent the corresponding phase volume fractions. The composition field variables are defined as fC a ðrÞ; C b ðrÞ; C c ðrÞg ¼ f1; 0; 0g for electrode-a-phase, fC a ðrÞ; C b ðrÞ; C c ðrÞg ¼ f0; 1; 0g for electrolyte-b-phase, and fC a ðrÞ; C b ðrÞ; C c ðrÞg ¼ f0; 0; 1g for pore-c-phase. Across the interphase boundary, the composition variables continuously change with finite thickness of the diffuse interfaces. We can eliminate one of the composition order parameters through the constraint condition of volume fractions, (2012) i.e., C a þ C b þ C c ¼ 1. Therefore, two independent field variables C a and C b are sufficient to define the conserved compositions of a three-phase system.
For the fully dense solid electrode-a-phase and electrolyte-b-phase, the grain orientation order parameters are introduced within the diffuse-interface context for representing grains of a given crystallographic orientation in space. The total free energy with the composition and orientation order parameters can be constructed within the diffuseinterface field theory 12,13
where rC a ; rC b ; rg i are the corresponding gradient energy coefficients; f 0 is the local free energy density which is given by
where
where f 1 ðCÞ is only dependent on the composition variable; f 2 ðC; g i Þ i is the function for coupled composition and orientation fields; f 3 ðg i ; g j Þ gives the interaction between orientation fields; and f 4 ðC a ; C b Þ denotes the coupling between composition fields. The phenomenological parameters in Eq. (4) are assumed as The spatial/temporal kinetics evolution of grain growth and phase coarsening can be described by the timedependent Ginzburg-Landau equations and Cahn-Hilliard equations
where L i and M C are kinetic coefficients related to grain boundary mobilities and atomic diffusion coefficient, and t is time. The difference between kinetic equations for orientation fields and composition fields comes from the fact that composition is a conserved field which satisfies local and global conservation of phase-volume fractions in a system, whereas the volume fraction of grains of a given orientation is not conserved. It should be emphasized that the driving force for microstructure evolution is the total interfacial boundary energy. Therefore, the gradient energy coefficients together with the kinetic mobilities are the most important factors to control the kinetics of microstructure evolution. The contact angles at triple junctions obtained by two-dimension simulations are shown in Fig. 2 for the prescribed three sets of gradient energy coefficients. It is found that the equilibrium contact angles at triple junctions are well examined and the gradient coefficients play a key role in determining the contact angles as well as microstructure features of the three-phase system. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to obtain the actual gradient coefficients and the kinetic mobilities for the SOFC electrode materials. In order to perform the phase-field 2012) model to simulate the specific SOFC electrode microstructure, the gradient energy coefficients as well as other kinetic parameters must be asymptotically evaluated by fitting the experimentally determined interfacial energies ratios or contact angels at feasibly measurable triple junctions. By incorporating the obtained kinetic information into the present diffuse-interface phase-field model, the microstructural evolution of three-phase SOFC electrode can be entirely characterized.
The semi-implicit Fourier-spectral approximation 14, 15 can be applied to solve Eq. (5) by transforming the partial differential equations into a sequence of ordinary differential equations in the Fourier space. The semi-implicit Fourier spectral method has capability to provide significantly more accurate results with fewer grid points and greater time step size. A model size of 64Dx Â 64Dy Â 64Dz is used and periodic boundary conditions are applied along three directions. The gradient coefficients for phase parameters are j The temporal three dimensional microstructural evolutions are shown in Fig. 3 where the phase volume fractions are prescribed as: electrode-a-phase: 30%; electrolyte-bphase: 30%; and pore-c-phase: 40%. 3D simulations commence from a randomly disordered microstructure where the desired volume fraction and the volume conservation are prescribed. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the phase coalescence can be trapped and controlled by the inter-particle diffusion through microstructure while the microstructural evolution appears to slow down within a long range. The simulated microstructures possess a striking resemblance to those observed experimentally. 3, 4 The interpenetrating network of electrode-a-phase, electrolyte-b-phase, and pore-c-phase can also be obtained and shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c) , respectively. The connectivity of each phase is well demonstrated by the phase-field simulation indicating that the volume phases appear to be percolated and are, therefore, electrochemically active. The simulated percolated feature meets the requirement of SOFC electrode microstructure to allow the electronic, ionic, and gas to transport through the electrode (e.g., gas through pore-phase, oxygen ions through electrolyte-phase, and electrons through electrode-phase). Furthermore, the typical simulated microstructures with different volume fractions of each phase are shown in Fig. 5 , which demonstrates that the microstructure topology possesses significant dependence on the relative volume fractions of the three phases. All results show that the main features of phase coarsening and various statistical microstructure information are well predicted through the computer simulation by the present phase-field model.
Temporal degradation of TPB segments distributed in a three-phase SOFC electrode system is plotted in Fig. 6 . TPB segments are positively assigned if any four neighboring phases contain all three phases with different phases in two diagonal locations. Fig. 6 shows that TPB segments clearly degrade during the temporal evolution. The parametric effect of three sets of gradient coefficients on TPB fractions is performed and plotted in Fig. 7 with the fixed three phase volume fractions. In Fig. 7 , different prescribed gradient coefficients lead to similar trends of TPB degradation behavior. Rapid degradation occurs within the early evolutionary 2012) period, though degradation in the TPB fraction slows over longer time periods. Actually, the temporal degradation of TPB is qualitatively consistent with the temporal phase coarsening evolution of microstructure, which indicates that particle agglomeration and coarsening may be principal factors responsible for electrode degradation. It should be pointed that a random disordered microstructure was used as the initial input for the phase-field model. This randomization can lead to a slightly different TPB number and twosolid phase contact number. However, the tendency of evolution of TPB number and two-solid phase contact number is similar even for different randomization. Fig. 8 shows the temporal evolution of TPB fraction for different three-phase volume fractions in SOFC electrode. The general trend of electrode degradation remains similar regardless of the phase volume fractions. At the early evolution time, there is a rapid decrease of the TPB. Thereafter, the TPB fractions almost stabilize with the negligible reduction, which is consistent with the stabilization of morphological microstructure after the long time operation. However, the magnitude of TPB fraction shows a significant dependence on the three-phase volume fraction. The guidelines of the dependence of TPB behaviors on phase volume fractions as well as gradient coefficients can be potentially established by the phase-field computation simulation. There is a potential opportunity for improving the long-time performance of SOFC electrode by controlling the phase volume fractions or the surface/interfacial energies in materials. The model may also inform design of the optimized TPB or means to mitigate TPB degradation.
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It is evident that the phase-field model can efficiently support evaluations of fundamental performance parameters and long-range microstructural evolution. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the calculation accuracy of overall statistical material properties as well as the morphological evolution with time scale during the long-range of operation can be further improved by calibrating factors associated with the phase-field simulations. These factors include the actual initial microstructure and the accurate values of mobilities, diffusivities, and interfacial energies ratios or contact angles etc., which can be asymptotically evaluated or available from the corresponding experimental measure. With inclusion of appropriate kinetic and dynamic parameters, the present phase-field model is tunable to allow more accurate simulation of the specific SOFC electrode microstructure, e. In summary, a computer simulation approach based on the phase-field model is developed for investigating microstructure evolution in three-phase SOFC electrode system. The proposed simulation framework reproduces the electrode microstructure features for the prescribed kinetic parameters and three-phase volume fractions. The phase-field model can be used to predict the morphology of three-phase cathode and anode microstructure. The useful statistical material features and the effect of evolving microstructures on the statistical material properties such as TPB are obtained. Continued maturation of this approach will result in robust computationally guided material design that accelerates microstructure and materials optimization of novel SOFC electrodes and supports evaluation of long-term cell degradation. 
